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more campaigns. Democratic activity,
while significant, trailed Republican activity substantially: only about one in six
were active on behalf of two or more
Democrats.
What were the sources for this increased Republican activity in the Perot
sample? It came strongly from the most
typical Perot activists, those who were
active for Perot in 1992 before he
dropped out, 1992 Perot voters and partisan independents. While Perot voters
among our Perot activist sample increased their activity level for House
Democrats by less than 10% between
1992 and 1994, they increased their Republican House activity level by almost
30% . Among independents the increase
in Democratic activity was only 7% versus a 27% increase in Republican activity. Similarly the increase in Republican
vote came strongly from Perot voters who
shifted from an even split between the
parties in 1992 to a three-to-one Republican majority in 1994.
In our Perot sample, the Democrats’
problem was not only holding its own
with the less partisan Perot activists from
1992 An additional problem for the
Democrats was that they were also less
successful at holding onto their 1992
House campaign activist base than were

the Republicans. Among individuals who
had been active in 1992 for Democratic
House candidates, only about half remained active in 1994, while the Republicans held onto fully three-quarters of
their supporters. In fact among individuals who were active for the Democratic
House candidate in 1992, less than 60%
even voted Democratic in the 1994 House
elections, in contrast to the almost 90%
of 1992 Republican House activists who
voted Republican in the 1994 elections.
Only a bare majority of 1992 House
Democratic voters supported the same
party with their votes in 1994 while over
80% of 1992 Republican voters did so.
Thus far, we have focused on the role
of activism among our Perot sample.
Here we find large increases in activity
for both parties, but a disproportionate
increase in favor of the Republicans. If
the Democrats did less well than Republicans among the Perot bloc of activists
in 1994, we might wonder how they did
among their traditional activist base. In
1992 we surveyed a sample of Democratic
and Republican caucus participants. In
1994 we resurveyed the same group.
These individuals are an obvious pool for
campaign activism, and in fact showed
similar levels of involvement in the 1992
Presidential election to the Perot sample.

Table 2:
Levels of Congressional Activity for 1992 Democratic and
Republican Party Caucus Participants

1992
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Democratic
Caucus Participants
% Active for
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Democratic
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Dem
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Republican
Caucus Participants
% Active for
%
Republican
Voting
Candidate
Rep
38%
96%
81%
94%

If the Democrats’ loss in 1994 can be
traced to a loss among this traditional
base, we should be able to see it by comparing 1992 and 1994 House activity.
However, the results show that while both
parties increased their level of congressional election activity, there is no difference in the increase for the two parties
as Table 2 shows. Even the vote totals for
the parties remain almost constant over
the two year period. Clearly then the Republican gains (either in votes or campaign activism) did not come from conversions among traditional party activists.
Rather a significant part of the shift to
the Republicans came from the voters
and activists typical of the 1992 Perot
movement.
As we enter the 1996 presidential
election season, the question is clear: how
will this swing group of activists respond
to the country’s new experience of divided government with a Republican congress (which they heavily supported over
its major party opposition in 1994) and a
Democratic president (whom they
strongly preferred over his major party
opposition in 1992)? The attendance of
representatives from both parties at the
United We Stand issues forum in August,
and the responses of both parties to the
announcement of the formation of a
third party by Perot indicate their awareness of and responsiveness to this group.
The survey was carried out under a grant
from the National Science Foundation, which
bears no responsibility for the authors’ analysis or interpretation.
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